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ABSTRACT 
 
Big data such as social media contents, an archive of high definition videos gathered via ubiquitous information-sensing 

devices and scientific data could be acquired and stored within an organization’s external cloud(s) and distribution retrieved by 

staffs or customers via cloud services offered by the organization. The growth of cloud computing, big data, and analytics 

compels businesses to turn into big data-as-a-service solutions in order to overcome common challenges, such as data storage 

or processing power. This paper presents new and comparative performance behaviours of Cloud and three well-known 

approaches by emulating a hybrid cloud as a testing environment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
Big data such as social media contents, an archive of high definition videos gathered via ubiquitous information-sensing devices and 

scientific data could be acquired and stored within an organization‟s external cloud(s) and distribution retrieved by staffs or customers 

via cloud services offered by the organization. This leads to the downstream bandwidth saturation of network connection between 

external cloud and big data consumer premise, long-delayed cloud service responsiveness and importantly increases in external cloud 

data-out charge imposed by public cloud provider . The significance of the last problem could be realized through the following 

representative scenario (which is also referred to throughout this paper): an enterprise utilizing big data re-siding in clouds by 

transferring it through 10 Gbps Metro Ethernet with 25% average downstream bandwidth utilization for 8 work hours a day, and 260 

workdays per year requires the total amount of cloud data-out transfer 190.43 TB per month. This data transfer volume can be translated 

as 29,933 USD per month based on the weighted average cost 0.1535 USD per GB of Google Cloud Storage‟s network egress charge in 

Asia-Pacific region as of September 2013. The sharing of big data can be conducted in an economical and network-friendly manner by 

using client-side cloud cache. Client-side cloud caches are located in or nearby user premise in the form of enterprise-level shared cache, 

personal web browser cache or local user-application cache. Fig.1 demonstrates the deployment scenario of a shared cloud cache where 

HTTP requests to external hybrid cloud are proxied by a cloud cache, which in turn replies with the valid copies of the requested big data 

objects either from its local cache repository (i.e., cache hits) or by retrieving updated copies from the cloud (i.e, cache misses). Cloud 

caches inherit the capabilities of traditional forward web caching proxies since cloud data is also delivered by using the same set of 

HTTP/TCP/IP protocol stacks as in WWW. Unavoidably, the same problem as in web caching proxies also exists in cloud caches that 

are caching entire remote data in the local cache is not economically plausible, thus cache eviction approach is mandatory for cloud 

caches. When the big-data hosting cloud is a kind of hybrid, which employs different public cloud providers for risk management 

purpose, different data-out charge rates potentially apply to data-outcasts and must be aware of cache eviction approach for economical 

performance optimization.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1: Cloud cache deployment in a hybrid cloud scenario 
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY  
The proliferation of data warehouses and the rise of multimedia, social media and the Internet of Things (IoT) generate an 
increasing volume of structured, semi-structured and unstructured data. Towards the investigation of these large volumes of data, 
big data and data analytics have become emerging research fields, attracting the attention of the academia, industry and 

governments. Researchers, entrepreneurs, decision makers and problem solvers view „big data‟ as the tool to revolutionize 
various industries and sectors, such as business, healthcare, retail, research, education and public administration. In this context, 
this survey chapter presents a review of the current big data research, exploring applications, opportunities and challenges, as well 
as the state-of-the-art techniques and underlying models that exploit cloud computing technologies. 

 

The growth of cloud computing, big data and analytics compels businesses to turn into big data-as-a-service solutions in order to 
overcome common challenges, such as data storage or processing power. Although there is related work in the literature in the 
general area of cost-benefit analysis in the cloud and mobile cloud computing environments, a research gap is observed towards 

the evaluation and classification of big data-as-a-service business models. Several research efforts have been devoted comparing 
the monetary cost-benefits of cloud computing with desktop grids [26], examining cost-benefit approaches of using cloud 
computing to extend the capacity of clusters or calculating the cloud total cost of ownership and utilization cost to evaluate the 
economic efficiency of the cloud. Finally, novel metrics for predicting and quantifying the technical debt on cloud-based software 

engineering and cloud-based service level were also proposed in the literature from the cost-benefit viewpoint and extended 
evaluation results are discussed by Skourletopoulos et al. 

 

Base Paper  
This paper presents the new and comparative performance behaviours of Cloud and three well-known approaches by emulating a hybrid 

cloud as a testing environment where economical costs offered by two public cloud providers are non-uniform. The main objective of 

doing this is to observe the performances of i-Cloud that has learned uniform cost patterns but is deployed against a non-uniform cost 

environment. A minor objective is to show how much i-Cloud outperforms the other approaches when data-out charge rates are non-

uniform. The findings of these observations would convince users of iCloud performances when deploying cloud cache for a single 

private cloud at the beginning that later evolves to a hybrid cloud according to new business requirements. 

 

3. RELATED WORKS  
There are numerous cache eviction approaches in present existence. They have been extensively investigated in our previous 
works [10]. To recap, none of them aims for big data and cloud computing for two main reasons. First, those approaches evict big 

objects to optimize hit rates rather than byte-hit and delay-saving ratios, crucial to the scalability of cloud-transport infra-
structures and the responsiveness of cloud computing services, respectively. Second, they do not support multiple public-cloud 
data-out charges, thus neither improve cloud consumer-side economy nor support hybrid cloud deployment. the i-Cloud approach, 
orig-inally proposed in [11], extends its prior non-intelligent versions [10], [12], [13] by integrating an artificial neural network 
(ANN) to automate an algorithmic parameter self-tuning for workload adaptability. Its performances have been studied without 

comparing with the other well-known approaches and based on the totally uniform cost circumstances of both ANN training and 
deployment phases. 

 

4. METHODOLOGY  
This paper presents the new and comparative performance behaviours of Cloud and three well-known approaches by emulating a 
hybrid cloud as a testing environment where economical costs offered by two public cloud providers are non-uniform. 

 
The main objective of this research to find out the i-cloud, learning uniform cost patterns, could perform well against non-uniform 
cost environment. 

 

5. CONCLUSION  
This paper presents Cloud cache eviction approach that accommodates the distributed sharing of big data. Cloud has access 
recency as a priority factor for object replacement decision. Cloud parameterizes an MLP-based self-tuning window size to gen-
eralize the frequencies of objects within a formulated object cluster. The lowest profitable clustered objects are purged from cloud 
cache. Based on the trace-driven simulation results, the distributed sharing of big data was most efficient when employing i-

Cloud. Although Cloud has been trained based on a uniform cost model, it performed well against a non-uniform cost 
environment or multi-provider hybrid cloud. 

 

6. FUTURE WORK  
According to this paper, we can work on many different things that will give us more options to increase the usability of cloud 
storage for big data. Some of the future works that can be further proceeded are 

 Compression of big data stored on the cloud.

 Cost reduction methods.

 Security of the data stored.

 Encryption and Decryption of data.
These were the future works that can be opted to work upon in near future. 
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